INTRODUCTION
Numerical methods for predrctmg the water profile and discharge m steady as well as unsteady srtuatlons of hydraulic systems have become a common tool
In particular, finite difference apphcatrons of numerical schemes have been widely reported One of the bssrc problems m unsteady hydraulic systems 1s the locatron of solutron drscontmurtres and shocks In order to solve thus problem, an efficient conservatrve grid adaptation algorrthm applied to the resolution of the shallow water equations 1s presented First, the equations to be solved are presented. They are essentially the well-known shallow water equations written m conservatrve form The drscretrsatron of the system 1s done usmg the numerical method proposed by Bermtidez-Vazquez m [l] A high-order method as the TVDMcCormack scheme (see [2, 3] ) has also been used to compare numerrcal solutrons A posterzon error estimator to control the error of the numerical solutron 1s constructed using a metric tensor M (M being the solutron of a mmrmrsatron problem)
Once M 1s computed, a simple version of an amsotroprc Delaunay algorithm for one-drmensronal domains 1s used to adapt the mesh A local conservatrve mterpolatron algorithm 1s used to guarantee conservatron of the variables durmg mesh adaptatron 
1s the breadth of the channel that 1s supposed to be locally rectangular The right--hand side of equation (1) also contams the sources and sinks of momentum arlsmg from the bed slope and frlctlon losses The dlscretlsatlon of the system 1s done using the numerlcal method proposed by BermtidezVgzquez m [l] , that IS, an exphclt extension of the Q-scheme of Roe with upwmdmg m flux and source terms For more details, see [1, 4, 5] A high-order method as the TVD-McCormack scheme (see [2, 3] ) has also been used to compare numerical solutions
ERROR ESTIMATOR: METRIC COMPUTATION
A postenorz error estimator to control the error of the numerlcal solution 1s constructed using a metric tensor M (M being the solution of the followmg mmlmlsatlon problem) (see [6, 7] for more details) where, usually, EO = l/&,, and ~1 = l/1&,,, bemg 1,,, and 1,,,, the maximal and mmlmal allowed length for mesh edges, respectively
Note that An and Q" are unknowns as they are the solution of the problem at time t = t,, therefore, the metric tensor M 1s approximated using the numerical solution at time t = t,, Ax, Q;t For more details and the extension to bldlmenslonal domains, see [6, 7] 
CONSERVATIVE MESH ADAPTATION ALGORITHM
Once the metric tensor M 1s computed, the mesh 1s adapted using a amsotroplc Delaunay algorithm For eke-dlmenwonal meshes, the algorithm 1s simple (see [6, 7] 
NUMERICAL RESULTS

Dam Break Problem
This 1s an mterestmg problem to test the efficiency of conservative mesh adaptation algorithms for nonsteady flows with shocks smce it has an analytical solution This problem 1s generated by the homogeneous one-dimensional shallow water equations with the mltlal condltlons If calculatron times used are so as to avord mteraction w&h the edges of the channel, boundary conditions are trrvral Table 1 summarises the results obtained for the Q-scheme of Poe and the TVD-McCormack scheme (TVD-MC) with a uniform mesh and also for the Q-scheme of Roe with conservative and nonconservative adaptation at time t = 2 5 s As can be observed, the Q-scheme of Roe + conservatrve adaptation only needs 332 nodes to obtain an error of 0 053 units If a uniform mesh is used, the number of nodes must be about 3000 for a simrlar error For a higher-order scheme as the TVD-MC, the number of nodes is about 1000 Note that, if a nonconservative mesh adaptation algorithm 1s used, the approxrmation error increases up to 0 0583 units The reduction of CPU time for a similar tolerance error is significant, if mesh adaptation is used and note that the computational cost for conservative and nonconservative adaptation is practically the same Figure 1 shows a comparrson between the numerical solution for the dam break problem with conservative mesh adaptation and the exact solution at time t = 2 5 s
A Steady Flow in a Converging-Diverging Channel
In order to analyse the behaviour of conservatrve mesh adaptatron, a classrcal problem has been selected a transcritical case m a steady flow m a convergmg-diverging channel with flat bed The width variation modrfies the steady-state profiles, and due to the boundary condrtions, a stationary hydrauhc Jump appears to connect subcrrtrcal and supercritrcal flows More precisely, the geometrrcal domain of the flow is an mterval of L = 500m with flat bed and a smusoidal width varratron given by
B(x) =
5-07065(I+cos(,,(~))),
If/X-2501<150, Subcritrcal mitral condrtrons are stated at a depth h(z, 0) = 2 m As boundary condrtrons, the discharge Q(0, t) = 20 cum/s at the upstream and a 0 1 m high weir condrtion (see [2, 3] ) at the downstream boundary are imposed As Figure 2 shows, the water accelerates as rt approaches to the pomt of maximal contractron, the flow becomes crrtrcal there and rt changes then to supercrrtrcal flow that gives rise to a statronary hydraulic Jump to connect with the subcritical profile required by the downstream condrtron Figure 2 shows the numerical solutron obtained with the TVD-MC scheme with a uniform mesh and with the Q-scheme of Poe with conservattve adaptation Table 2 
CONCLUSIONS
Conservative mesh adaptation has been applied with success to 1D unsteady problems The idea of the method 1s simple and it can be easily applied to other problems The apphcatlon to 2D and 3D configuration 1s straightforward
Conservative mterpolatlon guarantees the conservation of all the variables durmg mesh adaptation and, as the results show, the numerical error 1s reduced when It 1s used The global CPU requirement IS slgmficantly reduced compared with a direct computation on a uniform fine mesh
